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History/Transportation, 472 pages 
46 B&W Photos, 5 B&W Illustrations
Cloth, $27.95 (Can $33.95)
ISBN: 9780997242102
Odyssey Publishing, LLC
August

Scapegoat
A Flight Crew’s Journey from  
Heroes to Villains to Redemption
Emilio Corsetti III

This is the story of a National Transportation Safe-
ty Board (NTSB) investigation gone awry and one 
pilot’s decade-long battle to clear his name. On 
April 4, 1979, a Boeing 727 with 82 passengers and 
a crew of 7 rolled over and plummeted from an 
altitude of 39,000 feet to within seconds of crashing 
were it not for the crew’s actions to save the plane. 
The cause of the unexplained dive was the subject 
of one of the longest NTSB investigations at that 
time. While the crew’s efforts to save TWA 841 were 
initially hailed as heroic, that all changed when 
safety inspectors found twenty-one minutes of the 
thirty-minute cockpit voice recorder tape blank. 
The captain of the flight, Harvey “Hoot” Gibson, 
subsequently came under suspicion for deliberately 
erasing the tape in an effort to hide incriminating 
evidence. The voice recorder was never evalu-
ated for any deficiencies. From that moment on, 
the investigation was focused on the crew to the 
exclusion of all other evidence. It was an investiga-
tion based on rumors, innuendos, and speculation. 
Eventually the NTSB, despite sworn testimony to the 
contrary, blamed the crew for the incident by hav-
ing improperly manipulated the controls; leading  
to the dive.
“This is the kind of case the Board has never had 
to deal with—a head-on collision between the 
credibility of a flight crew versus the airworthiness 
of the aircraft.”   
—Leslie Dean Kampschror, National Transportation 
Safety Board Investigator-in-Charge
“The author sifted through a staggering depth of re-
search and documentation about TWA Flight 841’s 
high-altitude upset and aftermath, and then boiled 
it all down into an intriguing investigative narrative.”
—Mark L. Berry, author, 13,760 feet: My Personal  
Hole in the Sky

Emilio Corsetti III is a professional pilot and author 
whose work has appeared in publications such as 
the Chicago Tribune, Multimedia Producer, and 
Professional Pilot magazine. He is the author of 35 
Miles from Shore. He lives in Dallas, Texas.
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Fiction, 270 pages 
Trade Paper, $15.95 (Can $18.95)
ISBN: 9781942280224
Conundrum Press
October

Patriarch Run
A Novel
Benjamin Dancer

Nine years ago, Jack Erikson was deployed to Chi-
na to protect the United States from a cyberattack. 
Now, suffering from a drug-induced amnesia, he is 
unable to even recognize his own son. What Jack 
knows for sure is that an elite group of operators 
from three nations are determined to kill him. What 
he does not yet remember is that he controls a 
cyber weapon powerful enough to sabotage the 
digital infrastructure of the modern age and col-
lapse civilization as we know it. If he stays alive long 
enough to piece together his mission and identity, 
he will have to confront the most difficult challenge 
a man can face: the choice between the fate of 
humankind and his family.
“A breathless thriller . . . a literary meditation clutch-
ing a straight razor behind its back. Bold, beautifully 
written, and surprising.”  
—Marcus Sakey, author, Brilliance
“Benjamin Dancer tells a story that moves at break-
neck speed and draws you into the mind of a mad-
man. The bad guy presents an apocalyptic vision 
that haunts us because of how easily his nightmare 
can become our reality.”  
—Scott Pratt, author, An Innocent Client

Benjamin Dancer is a high school adviser. He also 
writes about parenting and education, and has 
been featured in magazines and journals such as The 
Copperfield Review, The Denver Post, The Humanist, 
and Truthout. He lives in Lakewood, Colorado.
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Fiction/Mystery, 232 pages 
Trade Paper, $16.00 (Can $18.00)
ISBN: 9780985515867
Gibson House Press
Available

Colorblind
Peter Robertson

This mystery novel looks at the city of New Orleans 
through the eyes of a seasoned tourist and explores 
music both as a means of salvation and a road to 
obsession. An impulsive act of theft coincides with 
an inexplicable death in the suburbs of Chicago. A 
long drive south to Louisiana follows the trail of an 
obscure folk singer that had drowned years ago in 
trusted waters. Before all the connections between 
the two deaths can be revealed, a series of hunch-
es will lead Tom to dark and depressing truths about 
the nature of fandom and the fallibility of instincts. 
In the hunt for answers, Tom rediscovers his own 
love of music, his suppressed vulnerability, and the 
realization that this time around not all his hunches 
are good ones.

Peter Robertson was born and raised in Edinburgh, 
Scotland. He has been a book reviewer for daily 
papers and magazines, stay-at-home dad, soccer 
coach, university student, and elementary and mid-
dle school teacher. He is the author of Mission and 
Permafrost. He lives in Chicago.



Mission
Peter Robertson
“[Tom] is still a fascinatingly enigmatic, multitex-
tured series lead . . . a successful follow-up to a 
strong opening act.” —Booklist

A decade and a half after finding death and 
deceit in Northern Michigan, Tom has divorced 
and relocated to Boulder, Colorado and has 
given up the reins of his lucrative business inter-
ests to his long-suffering employee, Nye Prior, for 
a life of craft beer and biking. He isn’t necessar-
ily any richer or happier, but he is certainly older 
and fitter. On an early morning ride, Tom sees a 
young homeless man pulled from the flooded 
Boulder Creek. The death isn’t very unusual; in 
fact another homeless man had drowned in the 
creek just a month ago. The Boulder cops have 
certainly seen it before but Tom hasn’t and his 
instincts kick in with a vengeance. He is soon rid-
ing the creek paths with a whole new purpose: 
to find the killer before the next deadly spring 
flood arrives.

Peter Robertson was born and raised in Edin-
burgh, Scotland. He has been a book reviewer for 
daily papers and magazines, stay-at-home dad, 
soccer coach, university student, and elementary 
and middle school teacher. He is the author of 
Colorblind and Permafrost. He lives in Chicago.

Fiction/Mystery, 256 pages 
Trade Paper, $15.00 (Can $17.00)
ISBN: 9780985515836
Gibson House Press  Available

Permafrost
Peter Robertson
“Robertson’s world is granular, vivid, and  
complex—his characters, filled with regret  
and menace, search for redemption in an  
entirely genuine and moving way . . . The  
welcome beginning of a superbly smart  
and addictive series.”
—Doug Stanton, author, Horse Soldiers

Tom, a successful businessman in Chicago 
has gone to Northern Michigan on a hunt. His 
childhood friend has gone missing and Tom is 
determined to find him. The search for the lost 
man begins as a mystery and evolves into an 
act of redemption. Tom will stop at nothing to 
find his friend and discover the truth behind his 
disappearance.

Peter Robertson was born and raised in Edin-
burgh, Scotland. He has been a book reviewer for 
daily papers and magazines, stay-at-home dad, 
soccer coach, university student, and elementary 
and middle school teacher. He is the author of 
Colorblind and Mission. He lives in Chicago.

Fiction/Mystery, 256 pages 
Trade Paper, $11.95 (Can $13.95)
ISBN: 9780985515805
Gibson House Press  Available
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Body/Mind/Spirit, 296 pages 
Trade Paper, $14.99 (Can $17.99)
ISBN: 9780996968683
Lisa Hagan Books
Available

Women In Black
The Creepy Companions  
of  the Mysterious M.I.B.
Nick Redfern

Dark and disturbing, this full-length study of the 
women in black mystery encompasses such issues 
as alien abductions, Mothman, strange and un-
earthly monsters, the secrets of alchemy, time-trav-
el, and the dark domain of all things supernatural. 
Just like their creepy male counterparts, the women 
in black will stop at nothing to silence those who 
get too close to the truths behind the UFO phe-
nomenon and paranormal activity. Dire warnings, 
intimidation, and menacing death threats are their 
cold-hearted calling-cards. Like the vampires of 
old, these black-clad, pale-faced women prefer to 
do their hunting by night. Their prey: us. Fearless and 
fearsome, they might just be your worst nightmare.

Nick Redfern is a journalist who writes on a wide 
range of subjects including Bigfoot, UFOs, and para-
normal phenomena. He has appeared on television 
shows such as The Monster Project, Monster Quest, 
and Proof Positive. He is the author of Keep Out!, 
Men In Black, The NASA Conspiracies, and Strange 
Secrets. He lives in Dallas, Texas.

Author’s previous titles have sold  
more than 50,000 copies
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History, 438 pages 
32 B&W Photos
Trade Paper, $17.95 (Can $21.95)
ISBN: 9780989808521
(REPLACES: 9780156032605) 
Coralstone
September

Tropicana Nights
The Life and Times of  the  
Legendary Cuban Nightclub
Rosa Lowinger and Ofelia Fox

Tropicana is to Cuba what the Bolshoi is to Russia, 
the Moulin Rouge to Paris, or the Blue Note to New 
York—an enduring cultural mecca. This definitive 
biography of the place that was known as Paradise 
Under the Stars, vividly describes the 1950s night-
club that was part casino, part cabaret and was 
the only club owned and run by Cubans rather 
than the American mob. Nat “King” Cole, Liber-
ace, and Carmen Miranda performed there before 
audiences that included Joan Crawford, Marlon 
Brando, and Ernest Hemingway. The book portrays 
the cultural richness and roiling social problems of 
pre-Revolutionary Cuba and takes the reader on  
a tour of one of the world’s most glamorous venues 
at its most brilliant moment.

Rosa Lowinger is a Cuba travel specialist and art 
conservator known for her knowledge of mid-cen-
tury modernism, contemporary art, and Cuban 
culture. She is the curator for the Concrete Para-
dise exhibit at the Coral Gables Museum and the 
cocurator for the Promising Paradise exhibit at the 
Wolfsonian. She has written for ArtNews and Pres-
ervation on Cuban art and architecture. Ofelia 
Fox is teacher and playwright who has been twice 
awarded the Carlos Felipe Award. They both live  
in Los Angeles, California.

The previous edition sold more than 5,000 copies
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Shotguns v. Cthulhu
9781908983015

Fiction/Horror, 368 pages 
Trade Paper, $13.99 (Can $16.99)
ISBN: 9781908983091
Stone Skin Press
Available

Swords v. Cthulhu
Edited by Jesse Bullington and Molly Tanzer

What hope has a humble adventurer when faced 
with a fight against Cthulhu himself? No matter; 
the true swordsperson cares only for the bite of 
steel against flesh, whether that flesh be eldritch 
or more conventional. From the hottest voices in 
Lovecraftiana comes a collection that will take 
readers on a journey from ancient Rome to feudal 
Japan and from Dreamlands to lands that do not 
have names in any of the tongues of men. Glory 
awaits! The contributors include: Natania Barron, 
Eneasz Brodski, Nathan Carson, Michael Cisco, 
Andrew S. Fuller, A. Scott Glancy, Orrin Grey, Jason 
Heller, Jonathan L. Howard, John Hornor Jacobs , 
John Langan, L. Lark, Remy Nakamura, Carlos Orsi, 
M. K. Sauer, Ben Stewart, E. Catherine Tobler, Jere-
miah Tolbert, Laurie Tom, Carrie Vaughn, Wendy N. 
Wagner, Caleb Wilson

Jesse Bullington wears the influence of Lovecraft 
on the pages of his three award-nominated novels: 
The Enterprise of Death, The Folly of the World, and 
The Sad Tale of the Brothers Grossbart. He has pub-
lished numerous short stories, some of them Mythos-
themed, as well as various articles and reviews. He is 
the editor of Letters to Lovecraft. He lives in Denver, 
Colorado. Molly Tanzer is an author who mostly 
writes about fops arguing with each other. She is the 
author of The Pleasure Merchant, A Pretty Mouth, 
and Vermilion. She lives in Boulder, Colorado. 
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Fiction/Fantasy, 288 pages 
Trade Paper, $13.99 (Can $16.99)
ISBN: 9781908983152
Stone Skin Press
Available

The Forgotten Monk
Greg Stolze

This high fantasy and high adventure tale is woven 
into a story of strong friendships, deadly hatreds, in-
genious criminal mysteries, and baffling affairs of the 
heart. Cipher is a man without a past. He is a monk: 
a master of the Deadly Arts who is able to disman-
tle enemies using his bare hands, he is immune to 
lies, and he can see volumes of information in the 
smallest detail. Unfortunately, that’s all he knows. His 
real name and his history have all been stolen by an 
unknown foe. Without memory or purpose, Cipher 
can only follow his instinct to find bad people and 
hit them until they stop doing bad things. Joining a 
crime-fighting cavalry unit in a remote corner of the 
Dragon Empire, he finds himself allied with a sing-
ing orc, an indecisive elf, and a flying carpet that 
doesn’t like heights. Together they’ll take on a crazy 
halfling death cultist, a love-maddened alchemist, 
a charming drunkard dog-thief, a blinded arch-de-
mon in chains, and the bizarre Mantischorgoth.

Greg Stolze is a writer whose work has mainly 
focused on properties derived from role-playing 
games. He has contributed to numerous role-play-
ing game books such as Demon: the Fallen and he 
is the coauthor and cocreator of the role-playing 
game Unknown Armies. He lives in Aurora, Illinois.
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Poetry/Asian Studies, 90 pages 
Trade Paper, $14.99 (Can $17.99)
ISBN: 9781942280316
Conundrum Press
Available

Islanders
Teow Lim Goh

A blend of fact, fiction, politics, and intimacy this 
poetry book chronicles a forgotten episode in 
American history and prefigure today’s immigra-
tion debates. Between 1910 and 1940, Chinese 
immigrants to America were detained at the Angel 
Island Immigration Station in the San Francisco 
Bay. As they waited for weeks and months to know 
if they could land, some of the detainees wrote 
poems on the walls. All the poems on record were 
found in the men’s barracks; the women’s quarters 
were destroyed by a fire. The collection imagines 
the lost voices of the detained women, while also 
telling the stories of their families on shore, the staff 
at Angel Island, and the 1877 San Francisco China-
town Riot. 
“In this poignant journey across ‘the borders we 
inhabit, the borders / we inherit,’ the author finds a 
history that she makes ours, as well as her own.”
—Martha Collins, author, Blue Front

Teow Lim Goh is a writer whose poetry, essays, and 
criticism have appeared in publications such as 
Guernica, Open Letters Monthly, The Rumpus, and 
The Toast among other publications. She lives in 
Denver, Colorado.
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Buddhism/Spirituality, 392 pages 
Trade Paper, $19.95 (Can $23.95)
ISBN: 9781681720319
(REPLACES: 9788174142023) 
Pariyatti Publishing/Vipassana Research 
Publications
August

The Manuals of  Dhamma
Ven. Ledi Sayadaw

A collection of writings from an outstanding figure 
in the resurgence of the Buddha’s teachings, this 
book is a mixture of detailed analysis, vivid stories, 
and examples for meditators. Ledi Sayadaw was a 
leading scholar of his time, revered by his contem-
poraries and regarded as an authority by Western 
interpreters of Theravada texts. In a break with the 
past, he strove to make the entire record of the 
Buddha’s teaching accessible to the general pop-
ulation, not only the Sangha. This English translation 
of Venerable Sayadaw’s writings provides inspiring 
guidance and valuable information for the practice 
of Dhamma.

Ven. Ledi Sayadaw was a well-known and highly re-
spected scholar and meditator monk in Burma. He 
taught and practiced Vipassana meditation and 
was the author of more than 100 books, including  
A Manual of the Excellent Man and The Requisites 
of Enlightenment.
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Multiplex:  
Enjoy Your Show

9780984322206

Graphic Novels/Film, 208 pages 
Four-color Interior
Trade Paper, $19.95 (Can $23.95)
ISBN: 9781938562013
Chase Sequence Co.
Available

Multiplex Series
Multiplex:  
There and Back Again
Book Two
Gordon McAlpin

Surly film snob, Jason, his horror-buff BFF, Kurt, and 
the rest of the staff at the Multiplex 10 Cinemas 
return in this second collection of the hit comic 
strip Multiplex.  In this volume, the arch nemeses 
of Multiplex 10 are introduced as well as the staff 
of Flickhead Video, while Jason and Devi’s rela-
tionship hits the rocks. The book collects strips 103 
through 216 from the archives along with more 
than 20 bonus comics.
“McAlpin uses this voiceless technique quite often 
and is a master of pushing the story forward without 
using words.”
—Chicago Tribune on Multiplex: Enjoy Your Show

Gordon McAlpin has written and drawn the Multi-
plex webcomic since 2005. He previously created 
the non-fiction webcomic Stripped Books, covering 
book and comic related events. He is the author of 
Multiplex: Enjoy Your Show. He lives in Chicago.
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Young Adult: Fiction, 307 pages 
Ages 12 & Up, Grades 7 & Up
Trade Paper, $12.95 (Can $15.95)
ISBN: 9780996864916
Elephant Rock Productions, Inc./ 
Elephant Rock Books
September

The Art of  Holding On  
and Letting Go
Kristin Bartley Lenz

Competitive climber Cara Jenkins feels most at 
home high off the ground, clinging to a rock wall 
by the tips of her fingers. She has enjoyed a roam-
ing life with her mountaineering parents, making 
the natural world her jungle gym and making the 
writings of Annie Dillard and Henry David Thoreau 
her textbooks. But when tragedy strikes on an 
Ecuadoran mountaintop, Cara’s nomadic life-
style comes to an abrupt halt. Starting over at her 
grandparents’ home in suburban Detroit, Cara em-
barks on a year of discovery, uncovering unknown 
strengths, friendships, and first love. Cara’s journey 
illustrates the transformative power of nature, love 
and loss, and discovering that home can be far 
from where you started.
“Cara is an appealing, engaging narrator. Surround-
ed by a well-rounded cast, Cara’s journey toward a 
peaceful, fulfilling life is almost perfectly depicted. A 
compelling, unusual coming-of-age story.”
—Kirkus Reviews
“[Kristin Bartley Lenz] offers a thoughtful meditation 
on life after loss with the story . . . Lenz effortlessly 
explains complicated climbing terminology and 
intermixes moments of levity with contemplative 
quotations from naturalists and mountain climbers.”
—Publishers Weekly
“This is a richly layered story, visceral and thoughtful 
in equal parts.” —Tim Wynne-Jones, author,  
The Emperor of Any Place

Kristin Bartley Lenz is a writer and social worker 
whose career has taken her through rural Appala-
chia, the California Bay Area, and inner-city Detroit. 
She is the coeditor of the Michigan Chapter blog 
for the Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustra-
tors. She lives in Royal Oak, Michigan.
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Nameless
9781942664420

Young Adult: Fiction/Fantasy, 336 pages 
Ages 12 & Up, Grades 7 & Up
Trade Paper, $15.99 (Can $17.99)
ISBN: 9781944816551
Month9Books, LLC
October

Nameless Series
Clanless
Jennifer Jenkins

Four clans have been at war for centuries: the 
Kodiak, the Raven, the Wolf, and the Ram. Through 
brutal war tactics, the Ram have dominated the 
region, inflicting death and destruction on their 
neighbors. 17-year-old Zo is a Wolf and a healer 
who volunteers to infiltrate the Ram as a spy on be-
half of the allied clans. She offers herself as a Ram 
slave, joining the people who are called the Name-
less. Hers is a suicide mission—Zo’s despair after 
losing her parents in a Ram raid has left her seeking 
both revenge and an end to her own misery. But 
after her younger sister follows her into Rams Gate, 
Zo must find a way to survive her dangerous mission 
and keep her sister safe. What she doesn’t expect 
to find is the friendship of a young Ram whose life 
she saves, the confusing feelings she develops for a 
Ram soldier, and an underground Nameless insur-
rection. Zo learns that revenge, loyalty, and love 
are more complicated than she ever imagined.

Jennifer Jenkins is the cofounder of the Teen Author 
Boot Camp and a proud member of Writers Cubed. 
She had every intention of teaching teens to love 
George Washington and appreciate the finer 
points of ancient battle stratagems (seriously, she’s 
obsessed with ancient warfare). However, life had 
different plans in store when the writing began. She 
is the author of Nameless. She lives in Sandy, Utah.
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Young Adult: Fiction/History, 275 pages 
Ages 12 & Up, Grades 7 & Up
Trade Paper, $15.00 (Can $17.00)
ISBN: 9780996890434
Month9Books, LLC
Available

Argos
Phillip W. Simpson

Loyalty has no limits. Raised from a pup by Greek 
hero, Odysseus, Argos has come to learn the true 
meaning of love and loyalty. Little does he know 
that when Odysseus leaves for the Trojan War it will 
be 20 years before Argos will see his master again. 
With Odysseus gone, his wife, Penelope, and son, 
Telemachus, are easy prey for neighboring kings 
and the Gods themselves. But Argos was tasked to 
keep them safe until Odysseus returns and that is a 
promise he is determined to keep—whatever the 
cost. Told through his eyes, Argos recounts the story 
of his life—his pain, his joy, his triumphs and failures; 
his endurance in the face of hardships that are 
almost too great to believe. Above all else, Argos 
strives to do what is right, to remain loyal to his King 
when all others have given up hope, and to live 
long enough to see his beloved master one more 
time. This epic myth of love and loyalty proves that 
a dog really is man’s best friend.

Phillip W. Simpson is a teacher and a children’s 
book author. Before embarking on his writing 
career, he joined the army as an officer cadet, 
worked in recruitment in both the UK and Australia, 
and owned a comic book shop. He is the author 
of How Can We Save the Cheetah?, Lion Habitats 
Under Threat, Minotaur, and Rapture. He lives in 
Auckland, New Zealand.
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Perilous Journey of  the 
Not-So-Innocuous Girl

9780692337349

Young Adult: Fiction/History, 297 pages 
Ages 12 & Up, Grades 7 & Up
Trade Paper, $15.00 (Can $17.00)
ISBN: 9781944816575
Month9Books, LLC
October

Perilous Journey Series
Perilous Journey of  the 
Much-Too-Spontaneous 
Girl
Leigh Statham

Lady Marguerite Vadnay and her trusty autom-
aton, Outil, have settled into life in New France 
rather well. Marguerite is the top of her class at flight 
school and her future as an aerpilot is nearly secure. 
She has everything she wants—except a commis-
sion on the pirate hunting dirigible The Renegade. 
Using every card in her aristocratic arsenal, Margue-
rite wiggles her way onto the finest warship France 
has to offer. But as usual, Marguerite’s plans en-
danger the lives of those she holds dear—only this 
time no one else is going to save them. As she and 
Outil set off on a rescue mission they may not return 
from, Marguerite finally realizes it’s time to reorder 
her cogs. This steampunk adventure is littered with 
facts from The Golden Age of Piracy and follows 
(not too closely) some of the lives and adventures 
of the brave men and women who sailed the seas 
as privateers, pirates, and soldiers.

Leigh Statham has had many jobs including being 
a waitress, a math teacher, a nurse, an art director, 
and a thirty-foot inflatable pig and mule wrangler. 
She was raised in the wilds of rural Idaho, but found 
her heart in New York City. She is the author of The 
Perilous Journey of the Not-So-Innocuous Girl. She 
lives in North Carolina.
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Childrens: Fiction/Fantasy, 214 pages 
Ages 9–12, Grades 4–7
Trade Paper, $15.00 (Can $17.00)
ISBN: 9780996890410
Month9Books, LLC
September

un/FAIR
Steven Harper

It’s difficult enough to live in the neighborhood 
“freakazoid” house. It’s even more difficult when 
you’re autistic and neither your family nor best 
friend really understands you. So when Ryan No-
vember wakes up on his eleventh birthday with the 
ability to see the future, he braces himself for trou-
ble. But even his newfound power doesn’t help him 
anticipate that the fair folk—undines, salamanders, 
gnomes, and sylphs—want him dead, dead, dead. 
Ryan races to defend himself and his family against 
unrelenting danger from the fairy realm so he can 
uncover the truth about his family history—and 
himself. Except as Ryan’s power grows, the more 
enticing the fairy realm becomes, forcing him to 
choose between order and chaos and power and 
family. And for an autistic boy, such choices are 
never cut and dry.

Steven Harper is the author of multiple fantasy and 
science fiction novels, notably the Clockwork Em-
pire and Silent Empire series. He is also the father of 
an autistic son. He lives in Central Michigan.
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Iris and the Aloha 
Wedding Adventure

9780983311652

Rosie and the 
Wedding Day Rescue

9780983311638

Childrens: Fiction/Weddings, 80 pages 
Ages 7–9, Grades 2–4
25 B&W Illustrations
Trade Paper, $4.99 (Can $5.99)
ISBN: 9780991218646
Markelle Media, LLC
Available

Flower Girl World Series
Starr and the High Seas 
Wedding Drama
Lynelle Woolley
Illustrations by Karen Wolcott

Boasting engaging storylines and vibrant illustra-
tions, the Flower Girl World series moves beyond 
how to be a flower girl by highlighting themes of 
friendship, leadership, and acceptance. The em-
powered, sassy girls and their friends are strong cen-
tral characters who continue to grow through their 
experiences, and they will appeal to any girl with 
both dreams and determination.It’s hijinks on the 
high seas! Starr’s grandmother, Abuela, is getting 
remarried, so she’s taking her family on a Mexican 
cruise to meet her fiancé and his family. But is this 
couple a good match? Starr and fellow flower girl 
Ivy decide to put their love to the test. Featuring 
strong characters and positive themes, the Flower 
Girl World books introduce new cultures, customs, 
and adventures set against the exciting backdrop 
of different types of weddings.

Lynelle Woolley is an award-winning entertainment 
creative executive who has held senior positions at 
both MGM and New Line Cinema. She has been 
featured in Newsday, Mom Talk Radio, Today’s 
mom blog, and many more print and online news 
outlets. She lives in Los Angeles. Karen Wolcott is an 
accomplished illustrator of several children’s books 
for Scholastic, Running Press, and Penguin, and 
such brands as American Girl and Barbie. She lives 
in Omaha, Nebraska.
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Childrens: Fiction, 42 pages 
Ages 5–7, Grades Up to K
Four-color Interior
Cloth, $18.95 (Can $22.95)
ISBN: 9780988760318
(REPLACES: 9780988760301) 
The Sleepy Animals, LLC
Available

What the Sleepy Animals 
Do at the Audubon Zoo
Grace Millsaps and Ryan Murphy
Illustrations by John Clark IV and Alyson Kilday

Why are the animals at the zoo always so sleepy? 
When Renee asks her father why the zoo animals 
are snoozing all day, he presents her with quite an 
elaborate answer. At night, the monkeys steal the 
zookeeper’s keys, and all of the animals come out 
of their cages to dance, eat, and play. By the time 
the visitors arrive in the morning, the animals are all 
tuckered out. But just as Renee is starting to think 
her father’s tale is make-believe, she sees some-
thing that may just change her mind.

“A whimsical, fantastical tale.”   
—The Times-Picayune

Grace Millsaps is a preschool teacher and au-
thor who has taught children on three continents. 
Ryan Murphy is a performer at The New Movement 
Theater, a proud member of the 610 Stompers, a 
licensed tour guide, and, just for fun, a barred attor-
ney in the state of Louisiana. He taught at Heilong-
jiang Institute of Technology and wrote for China 
Economic Review magazine. Millsaps and Murphy 
are the coauthors of You Wouldn’t Like Me Without 
My Coffee. John Clark IV is graphic designer and 
illustrator who cofounded the creative agency 
Hop & Jaunt.  He is the cartoonist of the Today in 
NOLA cartoon which celebrates the quirks of life in 
New Orleans. Alyson Kilday is the cofounder and 
creative director of Hop & Jaunt a design. She 
has lived and visited over a dozen countries and is 
fluent in both Japanese and Spanish. They all live in 
New Orleans.

You Wouldn’t Like 
Me Without My 

Coffee
9780990409304
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Childrens: Picture Books, 32 pages 
Ages 5–7, Grades K–2
32 Color Illustrations, Four-color Interior
Cloth, $14.99 (Can $17.99)
ISBN: 9780996545433
Minted Prose LLC
October

Sled Dog Dachshund
Laura Atkins
Illustrations by An Phan

When Jasper the dachshund hears about the 
world’s biggest dog sled race in Alaska, he just 
knows he can win. And when his family goes to 
watch the race, he decides to enter. Jasper tries 
every position, but he’s too little and doesn’t fit in 
the sled’s harness. That doesn’t stop him. Jasper 
sneaks aboard a team sled and finds a way to 
become a part of the team. His yappy enthusiasm 
keeps them moving and Jasper learns how much 
energy it takes to pull the sled. In the final stretch of 
the race, his team is neck-and-neck with another 
sled. Can Jasper help lead his team to victory? Will 
they win by a (long, pointy) nose?

Laura Atkins is an author, teacher, and indepen-
dent children’s book editor with twenty years of 
editorial experience. She has worked at Children’s 
Book Press, Orchard Books, and Lee & Low Books 
helping to produce winners of the Coretta Scott 
King Award, the American Library Association Nota-
ble Book selections, and more. She lives in Berkeley, 
California. An Phan creates advertising illustrations 
and concept art for a variety of games from mas-
sively multiplayer online games to casual mobile 
titles. He lives in Vietnam.




